The Soulful Mind Program Notes
5/11/07 Revised3

Opening music: James Taylor: “Shower The
People You Love with Love”
(Suggestion: Mark Schultz “Remember Me”)
I Opening Introduction
Welcome to the Soulful Mind Radio Program
with Dr Patrick Ware, Duluth, Ga Child
Psychiatrist. We’re here every Friday @ 2 PM
for currently 30 glorious minutes and 24/7
available through our web site @
www.TheSoulfulMind.com and on
www.WGUNRadio.com (click “listen live”).
Dr Patrick Ware: Duluth, Ga Child
Psychiatrist

GOOD NEWS!
I’ve decided to invite select listeners and others
as they indicate an interest in becoming “guest”

co-hosts (send me an email @
DrJimPat@aol.com if your interested and tell
me why you think we might work well together
(concurrence is NOT a prerequisite!). We have
a real treat for you today. We invited interested
people to be co-hosts and low and behold we
have an entire family today, a Christian one at
that! But first the house keeping chores:

We have over a century of total living
experience! How often can you pick the minds
of a centogenarian? What if, we really know
what we’re talking about? What if this half
hour has the
Ability to literally change your life and lead you
to what you’ve
Been seeking all of your life (it’s free and easy).
PROGRAM DISCLAIMER:
Remember, this program is simply the
expression of the experience and opinions of the
two presenters and is not intended to speak for

any other practitioner or group of practitioners.
The listener is encouraged to listen, explore,
research and make their own personal decisions
about what is offered here. We do not intend to
replace any existing relationship you may have
with another counselor, church or other
organization. We desire to augment your
discovery process.
Good News!
Dr. Bonnie Kellen, PhD will be available
live Friday, 5/18/07. Send us emails or call
in concerning what you would like her to
discuss. She’s planning on exploring with
“Career Choices” and how people
“choose” or not their profession, job or
vocation! Thanks to Minister Cain for pinch
hitting last week with “Parenting.” I know
her manner and voice is much more
appealing than mine (sometimes).
Our family is growing with ever
increasing acknowledgments! We’ve

decided to add the first names of all of
those listeners who acknowledge their
following our program from email, voice
mail, personal comments and call ins to
the program and to the web site. Thank
you all for helping to make this a more
responsive offering and offering your
thought and experiences in helping others
as well (perhaps the most important
contribution! A word of apology to Jill, I
miscredited “Cindy” with her expression of
interest and support on the 4/13/07
program. Yes, I do make mistakes! What a
surprise!
A forshadowed (screenwriting term)
comment: “We here on the Soulful Mind
are not here to debate with you what
“Christianity” is! We are here to offer you a
tool to augment your present experience
and spirituality. More to follow later in this
program!
Listeners are letting us know they’re
listening, taking notes and asking
provocative questions. That’s what

communication is all about! Thank you so
much for your feedback and comments.
We hope you are aware that the single
purpose of this program is to assist YOU
in a full discovery of God’s sacred gift of
life and soul and that you’re discovery of
how to ACCEPT that gift fully is the only
barrier to experiencing God’s LOVE and
LIFE to the fullest! We humans are THE
primary barrier to receiving God’s full
sacred gift of a full and rich life. This
program offers one way of addressing our
resistance to that Gift! Everyone who has
been willing to pursue this program has
reported a fuller more rich and wonderful
relationship with themselves, their God
and all those they know… yes, LIFE in all
its Glory!
This approach, while incredibly simple is
indeed profound and is one of the ways
the human heart can be opened to accept
LIFE fully and completely. It is our
message that the acceptance of GOD’s
gifts as they are offered is the central

human challenge. What we have here is a
vehicle that is proven to assist you in
doing just that!
Family of Acknowledment:
Ricky
Bonnie
Grace
Elaine
Catherine
Todd
Rhoda Anne
Leslie
Evelyn
Marjorie
Caroline
Candice
Sara
Carol
Vanessa
Maria
Lee
Kia
Dallas

Peggy
Tana
Kay
Mark
Kenneth
Jill
Scott
Sarah
So how about it folks, are you out
there? Are you listening? Do you know
how very important it is to us and the other
listeners that you are there, listening and
hopefully beginning your own intensity
monitors? Please let us know we’re
reaching you! Hey Guys, the ladies are
leading! Can we fellas pick up the pace a
little? Do all of you know how very
important any feedback is? We’re waiting
for your email, voice mail, telephone
message, or call in about whatever your
experience is and certainly about the
changes you’re seeing (be it a positive or
unpleasant experience). We’re all here for
you deeply in prayer that you can hear us.

Opening Prayer:
Our Heavenly Father we humbly ask for
your blessing and direction in this ministry.
Open our hearts and ears that we may hear and
have our hearts and minds guided that we may
be heard by those who will benefit from your
gifts.
Web site News:
We now can offer all of our past programs via
our web site ( www.TheSoulfulMind.com )
thanks to our wonderful web master “Ms
Jenny” where you will be able to log on and
listen to any of our past programs any time it’s
convenient for you!
The Exercise: (review of components)
Our Global Shared Desires, a Universal
Human Theme:
To Love and Be Loved! What more is
there in this brief stay we have here? Have
you ever had the sense that you have
difficulty in getting in touch with your own

feelings? What if that is your first signal of
what’s missing in your life? Do you really
think that you can successfully “run away”
from your own heart? If you have any
sense that enhancing the quality of your
life is a very real asset that you can at least
imagine could propel you forward into life
far beyond your imagination, YOU ARE AT
THE RIGHT PLACE! WE HAVE THE “RIGHT
STUFF” for that new chapter in your life.
We hope you will listen even critically,
explore our web site
( www.TheSoulfulMind.com ) read what
other’s experiences are, begin the
exercise, listen to our past programs and
by all means let us know how it’s going.
We believe that first you discover that
living a full rich life is possible by
experiencing that with others, then you
explore the opportunity for yourself and
lastly you share and teach others what you
have and are learning. We are after all, all
in this journey together and we do really
owe others this unbelievable news. (We
grow as we share and teach others as
well).

We would love to hear from you! Let us
know who you are and how you’re doing!
We are a family, you know!
PAST PROGRAMS:
11/22/07 Program Promos
2/2/07 The Path to Living a Full Life
2/9/07 The Opportunity of Your Life (Four
Stages of Living and Loving) Happy
Valentine’s Day!
2/16/07 Learning to Love Yourself as God
Loves You
2/23/07 Opening of Your Heart
3/2/07 Finding Your Voice in a World of
Pain
3/9/07 Can You Afford to Wait Another
Minute?

The FIRST Step: Are we resisting that
which we seek!?
3/16/07 Minister Cain’s offerings: The
Value of Focus
3/23/07 Parenting
3/30/07 Sexual Abuse I
4/6/07 Sexual Abuse II
4/13/07 Parenting
4/20/07 Minister Cain: Parenting
4/27/07 “Taking the Gloves Off!” (or That’s
enough of Mr. Nice Guy!)
5/4/07 “Following your heart to your full
bounty” with Verran Jones
5/11/07 “Does it really take a village to
raise a child?” (Old African proverb) “Are
we losing our youth to the village?” – a
Christian family’s perspective

Callers: Some have suggested you may
need reminding that it is “OK” to call. It’s
OK to interrupt what we’re talking about!
YOUR issues and experiences are what
this program is about. Don’t worry about
us, we’ll get our message in (we promise)!

It’s OK to call… We’re here waiting on
YOU!
What if, you’re calling/emailing
changes someone
else’s
L
ife as well!?

I’m pleased to introduce to you “The Leslie
Mayorga family: Leslie, Scott and Sarah” who
will tell you a bit about themselves:
Leslie, welcome back to The Soulful Mind radio

program.
Leslie: Thank- you Dr. Ware for having me
back today. As I told you last time I was here, I
am mother of 2 daughters, wife of one! My own
Mom just went home to be with the Lord on
Feb 25th, So this Mother’s day is very
bittersweet for me. I’m a 45 year old
Homemaker, Registered Nurse, & Sign
Language Interpreter. I guess I am just like
most women out there trying to get through the
day and taking care of my family.
Scott: Welcome to the Soulful Mind Radio
program. Tell us a bit about yourself:
Sarah: Welcome to the Soulful Mind radio
program. So tell us your age and grade
and what are you “into”?

Topic(s) of the Day:

TODAY’S TOPIC: (Old African proverb)
“Does it really take a village to raise a
child?”
So let’s get started!:
Our subject today is in essence: Does a
Village raise our youth? OR Are we losing
our youth to the Village?
How about it Sarah? Do you think that our
community, the other kids, the media
(MTV, programs like Sweet 16, American
Idol, etc) are telling the Youth what LIFE is
really about?
Scott, your thoughts?
Leslie? Can you add anything?
MADD’s web site: www.Madd.com reports:
Nationally: 2002: Alc teen fatalities/total
fatalities:

2353/6730 = 35%
2003 2283/6409 = 36%
Georgia: 2002: Alcohol teen
fatalities/total fatalities:
55/216 = 25%
2003: 49/236 = 21%
I as many of us were deeply saddened to
hear the recent local newscast concerning
yes another teen death involving
wreckless driving and alcohol – this time a
16 year old without a seatbelt!
The amazing thing was the local prominent
radio station report that people were
talking about lawsuits by the teens parents
and possibly others involving those that
provided the alcohol. I wonder given the
reported information about this teen of
having had behavior problems previously
whether allowing your 16 year old to drive
alone to a party where alcohol was being
served is only the responsibility of the

individuals who “served” the alcohol. Who
is responsible for allowing a teen to drive
with those known issues who doesn’t
fasten his seat belt as automatically as he
breathes? I wonder!?
Our hearts go out to the family. They must
be devastated!
Is it that hard to deny your teen driving
privileges until you know in your heart
they’re responsible?
The genuinely sad aspect to this observer
was the number of words used to discuss
this young man’s athletic prowess and his
implied athletic potential!
Could this young man be a victim of what
our society worships? I wonder!

I would like to make several observations
that may tend to be controversial:
n We are allowing the community and
perhaps the media to raise our
children
n Even when parents try to know what’s
going on in their child’s school life, in
this county (suburban Atlanta) getting
a high school counselor (an in some
cases even middle school
counselors) to share with a parent
what’s happening with their child in
school is blocked (on the basis of
“confidentiality”))
n The accepted “norm” for kids
beginning as early as the 5th grade is
to have TWO lives (one at home with
your parents and family and one at
school and in the community with
their “friends”).
n How many times have I heard that
parents who find out something about
another youth in the community call

the parents of that youth assuming
the parents want to know only to get
hung up on or perhaps even
chastised directly for “meddling!”
n Are we allowing the “Paris Hilton
MTV” persona to establish the actual
role models for our children?
n Anyone out there?
n How do you meet your children’s
needs for attachment to friends while
maintaining open communication (not
necessarily concurrence) with your
children?
n daily family conferences (catching
each other up)?
n Establishing family non-negotiable
moral values?
n Using repetition and absolute
expectation that your children will
follow your expectations?
n You want your children to be more
concerned about what you think of
their behavior and choices than
anyone else in the community
(including teachers/coaches/police
etc)!

n What do you do when your child
reveals even the slightest data to
suggest they are withholding
important information about their
school/community lives?
n Use activities and supervision/keep
them busy
n Do not accept below their ability
academic performance
n Do not allow them to do what “the
other kids” are doing unless you
genuinely approve
n Know not only your children’s friends
(and make your own independent
decision if the influence is desirable)
but their parents DIRECTLY (make no
assumptions about quality of
supervision based on the other
family’s social/financial standing or
social skills)
n If you are concerned, ask your child
directly what’s going on AND pay
attention to whether they develop an
“attitude” (the first sign you’re losing
them)
n Use regular 1:1 contact with each of

your children with each parent (it’s
the little conversations that allow
larger, more important conversations
later)
n Frequently ask your child (during a
news cast, when one of their peers
gets in trouble, etc) what your child’s
opinion is about the issue! (listen,
don’t lecture) because the most
important information (at least
initially) is for YOU to get an idea how
your child’s image and view of the
world is being molded.
n Keep close contact with your child’s
friends parents and exchange
information regularly about your child
and know what challenges and
successes their friends and their
friends parents are facing (as well as
your child’s opinion about the other
parents positions on the issues)
n LISTEN TO YOUR CHILD
n Make your points in matter of fact and
repetitive ways when you and your
child are NOT in conflict. (Youth are
wonderful in that they almost always

(if your listening) bring you an
engraved invitation to discuss your
views on critical issues
n Don’t hesitate to seek professional
guidance from a well trained and
experienced child development
specialist BEFORE the house is on
fire
What are the signs your child is having
difficulty?
n Secretive behaviors
n Pseudomature “adult” or entitled
opinions (ie not listening and
interacting with you about the issue)
Remember your not after
concurrence, your after
communication
n Poor or decreasing academic
performance (relative to your child’s
ability – YOUR OPINION)
n Social isolation from you and/or the
family
n Mood swings (there are NOT normal
for “teens)
n Impulsive behaviors

n Avoidance of maintaining their
responsibilities to you and the family
n Disrespect to any authority figure
n Defiant behaviour
n Physically threatening behaviors to
anyone

What are the signs that YOU are having
difficulty?
n Finding yourself avoiding responding
to your child in a
Way you know your child need’s (eg
because your afraid of offending your
child
n Finding yourself getting information
about your child’s life
From sources outside of the family
n Finding yourself in conflict in front of
your child with your spouse

n Finding yourself explaining your
child’s behaviours something to the
effect that “well, I was like that when I
was young.”
n Finding yourself assuming or
believing that your child will figure
out the challenge on their own
n Feeling “guilty” that your
responsibilities are so great that you
CAN’T be more involved in your
child’s life!
n Thinking/hoping/praying that the
school, church or others will pick up
the parenting slack you know is there
n Failing to ask yourself as an adult first
then as a marital partner: “How
contented am I?” Should I be
addressing my own life (so I can
come from a position of strength,
solidarity and contentment as I
attempt to pass on the elements of
social culture that I feel are essential
to my child’s development!
Les: I have always felt that teaching a
child to respect Authority was so very

important. It starts in the home. When
children are young, they learn to respect
the parents, They go to school, and learn
to respect teachers and staff, this in turns
gives them a respect for their future
leaders.. the law, their employers and so
on… BUT it begins at HOME.. if there is no
foundation, how can you expect a child to
become respectful of Authority as an
adult.
We want to SURRENDER All of the
Fundamentals of PARENTING to a
VILLAGE, when they should begin at
HOME!!!
I submit to you Dr. Ware, We need to be
PARENTS! As Poet, William Ross Wallace
said:
Blessings on the hand of women!
Angels guard its strength and grace,
In the palace, cottage, hovel,
Oh, no matter where the place;
Would that never storms assailed it,
Rainbows ever gently curled;
For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world

Dr. Ware, the Bible says: “Train up a child
in the way he should go, Even when he is
old he will not depart form it.” Proverbs
22:6
Is not God’s message one of simple
acceptance of Truth as a pathway to
achieve divine LOVE?
How many ways do we miss that in our
lives when we are making those
JUDGEMENTS (even without consciously
realizing it) of others, of ourselves, of our
hearts even yes, of our spirits and souls?
The absence of light, truth and love is
darkness and evil and in my experience
Christians have for centuries struggled
with attempting to define (as humans) what
is acceptable! Is not Judgment solely the
purvue of God?

Can we examine history and explore all of
the things that mankind has done in the
name of God?
This program offers you the listener an
opportunity to move closer to the Truth of
your own spirit…. To develop a method of
getting in touch with how you distance
yourself from your SOURCE, your GOD. I
don’t believe that there are only 2 – 3
dozen listeners out there who would
benefit from beginning to explore whether
they themselves are the barrier to
embracing all of life’s fullness and
richness as God intended.
Do you know what everone who pursues
this program and exercise diligently
reports?
Let me list them for you and invite anyone
out there who’s doing the IMs to call in and
share with us whether I’m accurate:
n An overall calmness (like never
before)

n Increased Energy
n Increased Hope
n Increased Self Esteem
n Increased Patience with others (if not
everyone)
n Increased Self Esteem
n Increased Self Respect
n Increased Contentment
n Increased Freedom
n Increased Choices
n Increased Benevolence
n Increased Creativity
n Increased Satisfaction
n Increased Awareness of alternative
open to you
n Increased Tolerance of others
n Increased Awareness of Life’s choices
n Increased Comfort with alternatives
open to you
n Increased Comfort with being alone
n
n
n
n
n Decreased Guilt
n Decreased Caretaking

n Decreased Cravings/addictive
behavior
n Decreased Codependence
n Decreased Conflicts with others (if not
everyone)
n Decreased Anger
n Decreased Resentment
n Decreased Sense of missing life’s
value/opportunity
n Decreased Feeling “cheated”
n Decreased Distractibility
n Decreased Vulnerability
n Decreased Reactivity
n Decreased Sensitivity
So how about it folks? Would you like to
come in and test the water? Do you really
have to wait until you or your
circumstance is in Spiritual Bankruptcy?
Why not (metaphorically) do a full and
complete spiritual audit on all of your
assets and liabilities and find out what
your REAL net worth really is!? What if you
have assets far beyond your sense of
liabilities NOW?

We’re here for you and we’re here to assist
you in exploring whether this might just be
a genuine “opportunity of a lifetime!”
Call us, write us, go the the program web
site and beging the exercise and see
whether we truly do have “The Right
Stuff!”

Recent Prior TOPICS: PARENTING
(Supervision)
We have laid the foundation for
understanding all relationships in the
previous programs (the development of
the individual’s self awareness, simple
friendship and romantic
attachment/attraction).
And yes, Kenneth the ultimate
relationship is with our God – but my
experience is the multitude is missing that
opportunity!

Today and next week we’re going to
explore relevant aspects of our
relationships with our children.
In the last few weeks, we’ve explored one
of the most prevalent risks to your child’s
development namely sexual abuse. Next to
accidents abuse is in the experience of
this clinician one of the most significant
destructors of healthy human existence
and the least acknowledged (at the family,
community and regional levels).
Today we’re going to review what we’ve
previously said about parenting and
continue with elements of what in my
experience are essential components of
being a good parent.
PARENTING:
Parenting is about an intrinsic conflict of
interest: namely how to administratively
supervise someone you love!

Parents (as well as all of us) tend to
instinctive give to others those things we
would like to receive (often without
checking to see if the “gift” to the other is
actually desired, prized or valued!
I see parents giving their children those
gifts, freedoms that they wish they had
been given when they were children. The
problem is that their children quite often
see the gifts as undeserved “freebies” and
respond as many of us do when we’re
given things we haven’t earned, aren’t
ready for or otherwise don’t appreciate (eg
freedoms, privileges, luxuries, etc). The
parent often unconsciously has defined
the nature of their past challenges as
coming from not having received that
which they give readily to their children
and they’re surprised when the child
doesn’t respond with profound gratitude.
I remember when my children were around
10 years old and after an offense
committed by my son, I lost my temper and
angrily redressed him about the incident.
After a brief while, I gained my composure

and told him I was sorry for the way I had
delivered the structure saying something
like: “I’m sorry about being fussy!
(although I did not take back the content of
my previously expressed disdain for his
choices). His response was a rather matter
of fact: “That’s OK Dad, you have to be
something!” He of course did not
understand that the “gift” I was giving him
was something that I had never had with
my Dad (an ability to dialog about life and
the complexities of things that arise within
the relationship).
To parent one must know one’s self
(remember to be in a relationship with
another one must have a full relationship
with one’s self). That includes your
relationship with your children.
Any good human system needs direction
and leadership. Parents are “stand ins” as
teachers for the rest of society. Those
lessons parents are unsuccessful in
addressing and teaching their children will
be addressed and responded to by the

world (and frequently not empathically or
supportively so).
You can’t protect your children from
trauma or adversity but you CAN teach
your children how to BE – to rely upon
themselves and learn to trust their own
experiences within their own hearts.
Leadership is structure/limits: Do you have
a “mission” concerning your family and
children?
What keeps you from doing what you know
your children need?
Parental vulnerability – Parental “walk” to
list your own areas of vulnerability as well
as your spouses. Both parents doing the
same thing and then putting the four lists
together to evaluate the existing
weaknesses in the parental dam. You have
to look at it before you can manage it.
So important for Parents to always be on
the same page and present a UNITED
FRONT! Don’t let your children pit parent

against parent! YIKES!
Family non-negotiable family values (what
do you want your children to have in their
bone marrow when they leave your home
at age 18?) I once told my daughter my
house was like the Lord, it was the same
yesterday, today and it will be tomorrow!
Commitment ( zero tolerance) – Is there
anything your child might do or say that
would lead you to not allowing your child
to live in “your” home?
Method of teaching (passing along culture
from one generation to another or teaching
anyone something that’s valuable). Who
were your best teachers? What were their
tools?
Expectation – story of my high school
sophomore math
Teacher’s challenge of my
making straight
As

Repetition – ad nauseum
Remember: we teach our children what
character is by exhibiting character with
them (doing what they need not what they
want or demand).

What every child/person most needs is a
relationship one time in their life with one
person who doesn’t “use” them for their
own needs (ie the opportunity to be an
individual within a loving and challenging
supervisor).
What enhances the parent’s ability to
parent (or to relate to anyone
successfully?
n Your church
n Your peers
n Mentors – not a “friend” but a
challenger
n Your spouse
n Professional help
n Your relationship with yourself

(Intensity Monitors)
n Others
What diminishes the parent’s ability to
parent?
n Parental stress
n Divorce/custody issues
n Parental avoidance of their own issues
in living a full rich life
n Distraction of any kind
How can a parent/teacher/coach assist
someone else with a life challenge such as
abuse if they themselves have not
mastered the challenge (themselves)?
So step one for a parent is to look at their
own life in terms of opportunity, challenge
and/or trauma and appraise how they have
faced and learned from their misfortunes?
Can the parent further improve their
status re their own hx of trauma (before
and during assisting their children)?
Is help available?

*I* would use caution.. as you must be very
cognizant and aware who and what type of
person is with your child. YOU CANNOT
protect ALL the time but you can teach
your child what to do if a situation should
arise that makes them
uncomfortable. Unsavory characters are
EVERYWHERE. Pedophiles, and child
molesters PUT themselves in places where
children are. OUR children are
vulnerable! Be aware and TEACH your
children!
*I think I would be remiss as a Pediatric
Nurse and Mother if I did not tell your
Listeners that there are 3 million cases of
child abuse reported annually in the United
States, and experts estimate the actual
number of incidents of abuse and neglect
is 3 times greater than reported. An
estimated 906,000 children are victims of
abuse and neglect every year.
You and I are mandated reporters of
suspected child abuse and child
neglect. But what I want to say, is that
anyone listening, as Parents and Adults

have an obligation to always err on the
side of children and if we suspect abuse
we MUST report our suspicion to the
proper authorities. (DFACS)*
n Your church
n Mentors
n Peers
n Spouse
n Professional assistance
How to seek help?
Professional Help:
How to judge whether one’s helper is
helping? (ie what are the three credentials
for all successful consultants)
1) Educational credentials – school,
degree, age, time in position
2) Do they listen to you?
3) Can you understand what they are
saying?
4) Are you getting something out of the
dialog that is valuable? (within a
reasonable period of time)
5) Is change happening?

What is help?
1) a relearning
2) an opportunity to explore an
alternative way of living
3) a movement away from elements of
your life that have not worked for you
4) an opportunity to redirect your life’s
time expenditures
5) an opportunity to redefine what your
priorities are
Processing Change:
Suggestion: When you’re evaluating an
alternative life choice or direction, place
your current circumstances to the extent
you can in a holding pattern and make no
major life choices based on cursory or
abrupt choices. Take time to evaluate the
new opportunities of learning that you are
exploring. When it’s time for a change if
that happens you will do so deliberately
and confidently.
One basic idea of change is to look at what

are the elements of those parts of your life
that you feel are not fulfilling or perhaps a
source of strain/stress (eg excess debt,
poor communication or sharing with your
partner, not enough time for your personal
joy pursuits, etc) and ask yourself why
have you been investing your time and
effort in something that may be costing
more than it is bringing rewards to you?
That doesn’t mean necessarily that you
will abandon the pursuit entirely but it
does mean that you take a look at where
you spend your time and energy and ask is
that bringing you joy? If not, there is a
reason you continue to pursue that course
and understanding that FIRST is essential
in you beginning to evaluate what your
choices REALLY are. So your first step is
to look at yourself, NOT at the activity or
person or obligation you have. That of
course is what this program is all about!
You may need wise, patient, supportive
challenging counsel to pursue fully
developing your abilities in enhancing
your immediate, current quality of life. Step

one is the “listen to your own heart!” Some
counselors get that and some do not.
Always use your own common sense when
listening to a counselor. Never take advise
or counsel without asking yourself “does
this make sense to me?” and “as I’m
exploring the suggested route of learning
or choices, does this feel “right” to me?”
People do not need help in determining
that desirable change is actually
happening. They need help in figuring out
how to get there.
Usually good advice is either something
you already know or is based on things
you already know but are not using for one
reason or another.
The value of space, time, distance (even
abstinence in the case of sexual issues)
from the person, activity or pursuit that is
in question: This allows a clearer
evaluation of not one who you are and
where you are on your own path but it also
allows a more clear evaluation of the place

in you life the entity you are evaluating has
now, in the past and perhaps in the future.
If we are talking about a personal
relationship, there are few things more
loving than for one partner to “grant” the
other whatever time and space they need
to collect themselves, determine more
clearly who they are and what course(s)
they may need/want currently. The process
can be profoundly mutually enriching. We
are not possessions of others! But we act
that way and we treat others as objects not
people when we do. That process is
actually demeaning to both parties.
Remember, in many many cases your
attraction was the most intense when at
first you had the least intimacy. So
distance can foster recommitment and
deeper more soulful investment. But the
process can be heart rendering and
talented professional support and
assistance may be needed.
Can We Really Afford to Wait another
minute?

Can you really afford to wait to harvest
your fullness? The fullness of acceptance,
full acceptance… divine love… LIFE itself!
Listener Admonition
The listener is advised that the contents of
this program can be for some extremely
striking if not volcanic in their impact on
you. The subjects are very intense,
personal, at times profound and even
upsetting! You are invited to listen,
consider, contemplate and dialog with us.
We and God love you and we truly want
you to access your all, the fullness of your
sacred gift of God’s love and your
complete consciousness! It may however
begin with some unpleasantness, but do
not be frightened. There is untold value in
the truth within your heart and soul and
we’re here to assist you in exploring that!
Go cautiously and reverently. You are
about to enter the inner sanctum of God’s
gift to you… Life in its fullest… your own
spirit/soul.

What have you learned of value as you’ve
grown older about living and loving? CALL
US, TELL US, SHARE WITH OTHERS!
THEY NEED TO HEAR YOUR STORY!
What if life is just an opportunity of
embracing every moment to its fullest? If
life is simply about truth, your truth… the
truth of what’s in your heart, then the
measure of the fullness of our lives is the
extent to which we allow ourselves to
embrace without judgment that truth in our
hearts.
If we met the Christ on the road to Gallilee,
would he not simply accept us… all of us?
Isn’t his full acceptance of all of who we
are the definition of divine love and what
forgiveness is all about? Of what
“salvation” is all about?
Another respondent confided that she now
understood the value of PAIN! She
reported that a few years before beginning

her work with her IMs that she had asked
God to open her heart and help her be a
more “loving” person. She added that she
knew that the previously unbearable pain
that she had struggled with was actually a
doorway through which she was able to
pass successfully only as she learned to
honor, respect and accept fully her own
heart!
Love and life are divine gifts. Love and life
are in deed The Holy Spirit on earth here
and now! Don’t wait until you’ve lost the
opportunity to savor its value NOW!
My own personal years of adversity are the
author of all I now understand about the
human heart and the author of this gift
which we now offer you and all of those
you love.
Don’t miss this opportunity! We are
patient. We are here waiting for you to hear
your heart and soul asking you quietly:
“Isn’t there a better way? There must be a

better way! I really don’t think that all of
those I know that present themselves as
content are REALLY contented. I now can
see that it’s a front that they themselves
must continue to “believe” until they’re fed
up, exhausted, overwhelmed and
ultimately disheartened (interesting word
huh?)!
Come with us. Experience the fullness of
God’s intention in the sacred gift of life.
We’re patient. You’ll think about what
we’re saying and it doesn’t take YEARS to
begin. It only takes a nano moment!

I was talking with a woman in her 80s
recently who made the following
observations about relationships between
marital partners. She reported that it was
her opinion that it is quite rare that a man
and a woman experience complete whole
hearted trust and soulful devotion to one
another. She reported that in her life
usually one or both of the two partners

“held back” something. She also added
that she did not think that she or her
husband of 50 plus years had enjoyed that
kind of a relationship prior to his death.
She actively expressed her interest in the
idea and wondered openly if it was at all
possible!
So what do you think out there people? Is
it usual or unusual for individuals to fully
accept all of their own hearts (all feelings)?
Is it usual or unusual for people to be able
to open their hearts up completely to
another?
If you were listening to the TV or radio this
week, I’ll bet you wish you had driven
through Dalton, Ga recently. I’ll also bet
that you are telling yourself that if YOU had
won the over 350 million dollars that the
event would not have “ruined” your life
like it has most of the winners.
We admit that we fight our feelings, keep
others from really getting close because (I

think) that as long as you keep your mind
busy with all that extraneous stuff, there’s
precious little time to feel what’s real…. Till
the opportunity has passed. Do you really
want to miss this sacred gift sitting in
God’s outstretched palm?
“REAL” (TRUTH) BEATS ILLUSION EVERY
TIME!
One lady explained that one of her parents
were getting much older and that she
anticipated that soon they would need
constant care and she found that it was
very difficult for her to embrace “all” of her
feelings about the changing relationships
she had with her parents largely because
to do so meant to allow the sadness which
is a natural part of the end of any
relationship to live and breathe within
one’s own heart. She acknowledged she
was the source of her own restraint and
offered that if she had not been doing her
intensity monitors that she could have
never identified this and noticed she
needed to slow down and address her

avoidance of what was/is truly in her heart.
So on it goes, we tell ourselves that how
we are currently and previously
addressing every moment in our lives is
the “best” way to do so, but when we
really slow down and look at what we’re
feeling and how we are or are not
addressing our hearts…. We find that we
are the source of judgment and alienation
within ourselves. We seek acceptance and
love from others and when we get it… it
does nothing for that central hunger within
our hearts… for it is only our own
acceptance of what we feel (without
judgment) that can quench the hunger for
love and acceptance we so crave.
When/if someone does come along in our
lives who is capable of sharing their whole
heart and soul in that healthy way, we are
not likely to see or seize the opportunity or
understand the value of it or perhaps even
see it as a threat to our own tenuous
balance emotionally. One may even feel
paralyzed or undeserving – that conflict or

competition with a partner is so much
easier and less “threatening” than simple
love and acceptance first of ourselves and
then of the other person placed in your life
by the giver of the ALL!
How many golfers would love to play 18
with Tiger? How many holes would they
have to play of the 18 before they were
able to completely relax (with Tiger
standing there) and hit that ball with all of
their ability and balance and power? What
would happen to Tiger’s game if he were to
focus upon you while he played?
It’s not infrequent that I have very bright
and successful people acknowledge that a
business much like an individual cannot
exist without “overhead” and that the
uncomfortable feelings of life are “normal”
while simultaneously admitting if not
insisting that whatever pain or uncertainty
in their lives is/was operative that in their
expectation of life, this clinician or therapy
or medication would be that means by
which they would have the unpleasantness

removed or hopefully seriously reduced.
When in talking with the lady whose
elderly father was facing his demise, I
asked her if she really thought it was
possible to fully love someone and not
have profound sadness in the end when it
was time to say goodbye whatever the
basis for the end of the love relationship?
She smiled somewhat embarrassingly and
said: “of course not…”
We do try to fool ourselves and anyone
who will listen don’t we?
How about exploring what would happen if
you were to develop your ability to
embrace “all” of your heart.. not just the
“fun” or “pleasant” parts? What if all that
you seek IS within your own heart and the
only barrier to your receiving that divine
gift is your own fear and/or judgment?

Remember: Life is an opportunity NOT an
obligation!
I have found some principals that are and
have been for me always true:
The answer to pain is LOVE! (Develop the
ability to embrace your heart with
complete acceptance NOT judgment) ie the
basic value of the intensity monitor
exercise.
The answer to fear is TRUTH! (Pursue a
continuous interest and receptivity to what
you think and feel with emphasis on what
is associated with JOY for you). For JOY is
the essence of the gift of life itself!
The answer to uncertainty is Acceptance!
(Be not drawn into a battle with what is but
move toward what is true, loving and
available to you for life is a gift in the
moment for all of us! I do not want you to
miss even one moment of this sacred gift!

The answer to the opportunity of life is to
be open to your own heart and soul and
walk with your heart with attention,
consideration, respect and confidence that
whatever is in your heart is part of your
sacred divine gift of life!
Love is simply complete acceptance of
what is true! As you learn and develop
your ability to accept your heart and soul
completely you will find that acceptance of
others and things in your life becomes oh
so much simpler! And JOY is the
experience of the delicious freedom and
flavor of life itself that occurs with
complete acceptance!
It is a privilege to be in the presence of
anyone who is able to be in a state of
complete acceptance! This is truly that
experience in my opinion that defines the
“Christ Consciousness.” It is a state of
profound LOVE and Acceptance of our
own hearts and of all of life itself. Truly it is
selflessness. It is the spirit of Christ today,
alive and well within our own breasts. It is

Christ alive not of 2000 years ago!
As Bette Midler sang: “You (Christ) are my
hero! You are the wind beneath my
wings…”
My I recommend a view of life that
encompasses the following Five elements:
Pure complete LOVE (acceptance)
An embrace of your life as a HEALTHY
experience
An attitude of Harmony from within and
without
An expectation of innocent unbounded
Abundance
An expectation of JOY as the measure of
your center
(Note is made that the discriminating soul
will recognize here that in learning

anything new that one’s relationship with
one’s self is the central element of your
person that grows and gains! In essence
you are more in touch with yourself every
time you allow yourself to learn something
you did not know! As well, of course as
picking up the new skill, idea or
relationship!)

So, do your intensity monitors as often as
you can. Let us know how your doing and
to what extent you are making discoveries
about yourself that are either completely
new or perhaps returning sources of truth
for you that have been lost previously for a
time.
Remember, that the difference between
“heroes” and “cowards” is not the
presence or absence of FEAR, it is how
each addresses the fear!
Do you want to move “beyond” your
attempt to prevent life from being unfair?

Would you imagine that life can be a flower
unfolding from within your own heart and
soul rather that something you see others
having that you secretly believe you
cannot have because you are broken,
unlucky, defective, unworthy or need to
suffer for choices and/or deeds you’ve
done in the past?
Can you imagine that guilt, caretaking,
shame, the attempt to control life rather
than live it can all be rerouted simply by
shifting your “FOCUS”?
We are hear to introduce you to your own
heart and soul and the first step in that
journey is to as we discussed above, is to
be able to hear the idea and then to
consider it? What if we really know what
we’re talking about. We truly are voices
crying out in the darkness.
Visit the program web site. Read what you
find there. Consider the ideas and
experiences of others that are offered
there. Write us emails with questions
and/or call into the program but MOST

IMPORTANTLY: DO the Intensity Monitor
exercise and join us on the discovery of a
life time! The discovery of your own heart
and soul without your own judgment! What
a release! What a discovery! Life in it’s
fullest and most complete form was within
you all when you were looking for what
you sought outside of yourself (either to
avoid some experiences or to make certain
things happen that you thought were
essential JOY).
Joy can only come from your own heart.
Welcome to the family of Man! (and the full
gift of God’s most profound creation: the
spirit of mankind! (remember, it’s made in
his own image).

What if we can assist you almost effortlessly
in reducing or perhaps ever eliminating that

“block” that resides within your own heart that
keeps you from fulfillment?
We are in constant prayer that you can
hear our supplication, our prayer that you
will hear us and respond for your own
heart?
Philippians 4 (New International
Version)
New International Version (NIV)
Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984 by
International Bible Society

Philippians 4
Ho 1Therefore, my brothers, you whom
I love and long for, my joy and crown,
that is how you should stand firm in the
Lord, dear friends!
Exhortations
2I plead with Euodia and I plead with
Syntyche to agree with each other in
the Lord. 3Yes, and I ask you, loyal

yokefellow,[a] help these women who
have contended at my side in the cause
of the gospel, along with Clement and
the rest of my fellow workers, whose
names are in the book of life.
4Rejoice in the Lord always. I will
say it again: Rejoice! 5Let your
gentleness be evident to all. The
Lord is near. 6Do not be anxious
about anything, but in everything,
by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests
to God. 7And the peace of God,
which transcends all understanding,
will guard your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus.
8Finally, brothers, whatever is true,
whatever is noble, whatever is
right, whatever is pure, whatever is
lovely, whatever is admirable—if
anything is excellent or
praiseworthy—think about such
things. 9Whatever you have learned
or received or heard from me, or

seen in me—put it into practice. And
the God of peace will be with you.
Closing:
closing music: Chet Atkins: “Just As I Am”
(last 45 seconds)
We salute your discovery of what we like to call
6 way love. May you (using your exercise) find
your full acceptance of all of your heart, your
divine gift of life and consciousness as well as
have the opportunity of allowing yourself to
love another completely while letting them love
you completely. That is truly Heaven on Earth,
what we believe God intended for us all.
So until next Friday @ 2 PM, This is
Dr Patrick Ware (Duluth Child Psychiatrist)
Saying You are in our hearts and prayers… We
love you, God loves you and it’s time for you to
learn how to love you. Don’t forget to visit our
web site ( www.TheSoulfulMind.com ), send us
an email: ( TheSoulfulMind@aol.com ) and
tune in next week on www.WGUNRadio.com

(click listen live) or in the Atlanta area on 1010
AM on your radio dial.
Remember to keep us in your prayers and that
your prayerful and financial support is what
allows us to continue this ministry.	
  

